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safely to their desired destination. . , , ,,ioyvoe!
PMVATE PLANE You are the perfect choice for afamily Journey to wonderful, spectacular places.

NATIONAL PARKS
GRAND CANYON NATiCmAL PARK You have character that has takenyearsof patient effort and

constant attention.

STATUE OF LIBERTY You are a living symbol to those aroundyou of freedom, hope and a new life.
GOLDEN GATE NATIONAL PARK You bring people together and bridge the gap in a beautiful,

stunning way.
M(XJNT RUSHMORE You are an enduring testimony to leadership, character & integrity.
SEQUOIA NATIONAL PARK Your growth is so impressive that you reach into the skiesand provide

shade and security for many different creatures.
YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK You are the most popular choice for an exciting and adventurous

experience!
MAMMOTH CAVE NATIONAL PARK With hundreds of miles of underground passageways, you

epitomize depth, mystery and hidden treasures.
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK With your hot springs and geysers you are a source of warmth

for those who get close to you.
MOUNT RAINIER NATIONAL PARK You keep people looking up, andyour high standards can be seen

from a great distance.
THE ALAMO You remind everyone who sees you of courage, tenacity and determination.

FAMOUS PEOPLE
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. You have the quality of looking out for people who need love &dignity.
ALEXANDER THE GREAT You seem to conquer everything you set out to accomplish!
ADMIRAL BYRD You have an adventurousspirit as you explore places others might hesitate to go.
JOAN OF ARC Your faith is evident in the way you live, and you are willing to make sacrifices for

your beliefs-inspiring those who knowyou.
JENNIFER LOPEZ You live life with zest & leave a colorful, flowery trail behind you wherever you go
PRINCESS Dl You are an example of elegance, style and creativity.
MOTHER TERESA You are a hardworking servant who has inspired many to live a life devoted to God
RILL GATES Like a wealthy philanthropist, you make the worlda better place with everything you set

out to do.


